
JDF S Portion Control Option for Mechanical Buttons

The product dispense buttons, for machines using mechanical buttons or membrane buttons, can be set for a 
portioned dispense. The mechanical buttons and the P/H membrane buttons have the option to be set with a single 
portioned dispense on one or all of the dispense heads. Machines with the P/C membrane buttons are preset at the 
factory but can be adjusted to meet the customers requirements. The P/C membrane switches can be set for push 
and hold dispensing by programming the dispenser to dispense for less than two seconds.

Portion Control Option for Mechanical Buttons

Step 1: Disconnect the machine from the power source.
Step 2: Place the “Dispense Lockout” switch in the Off position.
Step 3: Remove the drip tray and then remove the splash panel. Once the splash panel is removed reattach the drip 
tray.
Step 4: Press and hold the left most dispense switch while plugging the machine into the power source. Continue 
holding the dispense switch until all 4 temperature LED’s on the circuit board start flashing slowly. Release the dis-
pense switch.
Step 5: Press and release any dispense switch 6 times to enter the portion control setup mode. This will cause the 4 
temperature LED’s to flash rapidly.
Step 6: Place a container beneath the desired dispense nozzle to the measure the portion size.
Step 7: Press and hold the desired dispense switch to dispense product until the desired amount of product is 
achieved. Repeat this on all other dispense heads you wish to setup as portioned controlled.
Step 8: Place the “Dispense Lockout” switch back into the On position. This will exit the portion control setup mode.
Step 9: Verify dispense was set correctly by placing a container beneath the appropriate dispense nozzle a press the 
dispense button to initiate the dispense.
Step 10: Reattach the splash panel.
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